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CARING FOR YOUR IN-HANGAR NYLON WOVEN TEXTILE AIRCRAFT COVER 
                  

UNPACKING AND PACKING: Your cover is packed in the storage bag inside out.

LOW WING INSTALLATION

To install on a low-wing aircraft, unroll lengthways and attach around the spinner. Allow the sides to drop down, adjust the position of the cover (and the Velcro openings for aerials etc if needed); finally attach the under-fuselage straps and adjust the tension, taking care not to over-tighten.

HIGH WING INSTALLATION

To install on a high-wing aircraft, unroll lengthways and attach around the spinner, do not connect the Velcro or buckle at this stage.

Undo the Velcro at the rear of the wing and allow the sides to drop down. The entire side of the cover will drop down as far forward as the leading edge.

Thread the inner under-wing straps from the front (one each side) through the webbing loops along the top edge of the sides, and connect to the buckle at the rear of the wing. Connect the outer under-wing straps. Join the Velcro at the rear of the wing.

Adjust the position of the cover, close tight all the various Velcro strips; finally attach the under-fuselage straps and adjust the tension, taking care not to over-tighten.

To REMOVE so that the cover will return to the storage bag, carefully reverse the above procedure.

CLEANING: The cover can be washed in a domestic washing machine on a cool nylon wash ... follow the machine manufacturer's instructions. Do NOT use fabric softener or conditioner, either included as an integral part of your washing powder/liquid, or added separately.

TRY not to cover a dirty aeroplane.

BEWARE sharp projections; an old glove, polystyrene etc will protect the cover.

Do NOT use the IN-HANGAR cover outdoors.

If your cover gets damaged, please remember we can probably repair it for you.
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